Abstract. This paper deals with a cooperative control method for a multi-agent system in dynamic environment. This method enables a robot to perform flexible cooperation based on the global evaluation of the achievement of objectives. Each robot communicates qualitative evaluation on the achievement level of each objective. Each robot calculates the global evaluation on the achievement of the team objective from the individual evaluation. The evaluation on the objective achievement is abstracted in order to reduce the influence of variation of the evaluation value and the communication load. As an example, the method is applied to the EIGEN team robots for the Middle Size League of RoboCup, since it is necessary for the soccer robots to cooperate each other in dynamic environment. Its effectiveness was demonstrated through the RoboCup 2004 competition.
Introduction
It is important for a multi-agent system to act in a cooperative manner. The cooperation in a multi-agent system is able to improve the efficiency in achieving a task and in executing some tasks that are difficult to be accomplished by one agent. Therefore, many researchers have studied about cooperative action of multi-agent systems [1] and [2] . Nowadays, it has been expected to realize robots that are symbiotic with human in open environment. These robots are required to act cooperatively with human, other robots and artifacts in complicated environment. In the dynamic environment, there are many unexpected happenings. In order to make robots act appropriately by considering various situations, many rules become necessary for the cooperative control. Further, if the configuration changes because of some unexpected events, robots can not adapt to the situation. Therefore, in [3] authors have studied a cooperative action control method based on the evaluation of the objective achievement of a robot system. To realize such action, it is necessary to develop a more flexible cooperative control method.
RoboCup Middle Size League is a soccer game executed by autonomous mobile robots. Robots are forbidden to use a global sensor. Since there are many robots in a field, it is difficult to construct a global model and the wireless LAN used in communication is not stable. In the RoboCup Middle Size League, a cooperation capability is required to flexibly adapt a robot team to work in a dynamic environment, which is a good test bed for a multi-agent system. Cooperative behavior is one of the important research topics in the RoboCup Middle Size League and many researchers have studied about it. There are representative examples of Dynamic Task Assignment [4] [5] [6] , Dynamic Role Assignment [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and so on. Dynamic Role Assignment is realized for the efficient cooperation among the robots. It scope is to assign a Role to avoid potential conflicts among robots.
In particular, for example, the method described in [9] needs accurate data about the agent position, the number of the robots for each role is fixed and the roles are exchange among robots. Instead, in our method, the number of the robot for each role is not fixed strictly, and the role is decided according to the objective achievement of the whole system. With this method, the organization of the team is changed dynamically according to the situation.
In our approach, a flexible selection of the objectives is realized by using the method of the qualitative information on robot own achievement level of the objective. The evaluation of achievement level of the objective among robots team is calculated based on the sum of the respective self-evaluations of each robot. This method enables robots to change appropriately the multi-agent system behavior keeping the high autonomy of each agent. Each robot is able to assume the same role before achieving the desired state to accomplish the global objective. Only one finally selects the offensive role, while supporting and defensive roles can be assumed by more than one robot. Robots are also able to cooperate without sharing accurate position data and the same action modules introduce in session 3.1. The abstraction introduce in session 2.1 of the evaluation on the objective achievement is effective to reduce the influence of variation of evaluation value and the communication load.
In this paper, the method which has first been proposed in [3] is further developed to apply it to a robots system with heterogeneous robots, in order to cope with the increase of robot number. In this case, the robots with omni directional drive are used as a field player and the robots with differential drive are used as a goalkeeper and as a defender to better exploit the different characteristics of robots hardware. The usefulness of the cooperative control method is investigated in the RoboCup Middle Size League and the effectiveness is examined thorough RoboCup 2004.
Cooperative Control Method

Concept
Our research aims at establishing a cooperative control for mobile robots in dynamic environments where autonomous robots need many rules to achieve a task because of a lot of different situations to be considerate. Further, robots often fail to achieve a task because of unexpected happenings. In order to solve this problem, this study takes into account the achievement level of the objective. The objective is defined according to the essential requirements for achieving a task. In this study, the cooperative behavior among agents is realized by performing an evaluation of the degree of achieving an objective and by sharing this evaluation result among all the agents.
According to this method, each agent possesses the information on the objective of the multi-agent system, that is, the global objective. They can estimate the current state from the environmental information. With this information, each agent calculates two kinds of evaluation information. The first is its own degree of achieving an objective, which is called Self-evaluation, and the second the contribution degree of an agent to the achievement of the global objective, which is called Agent Satisfaction. In this study, the function for calculating Self-evaluation is empirically defined. Each evaluation value takes a simple integer. Each agent knows the desired state for achieving the objective which is called System Objective. This value takes also an integer. These evaluation values can be considered as qualitative data abstraction of the degree of achieving an objective.
The quantitative information like sensory data and the physical quantities have been directly used in many studies when an agent needs the information about other agents in order to cooperate each other. However, some studies show that a method using qualitative information might be more useful than the method using quantitative information in open environment which varies from moment to moment. The abstraction reduces the influence of variation of the evaluation value. Further, the cooperation among heterogeneous agents is achieved through the individual evaluation functions if they are abstracted in the same scale.
To calculate the Agent Satisfaction, each agent compares the value of its Selfevaluation with the one of other robots, and selects those values which are higher value than its own value in order to sum up all of them. With this operation, each agent has a different value of Agent Satisfaction according to its state. In the case that an agent satisfies the global objective, the other agent is inhibited to achieve the objective according to the high value of Agent Satisfaction.
In some situation, a priority is given among agents. In order to realize the effective cooperation, the priority agent should be selected according to the agent role or hardware characteristics. Special consideration is paid to the evaluation of the priority agent. Since this kind of agent could have been weighted by either a high or a low evaluation, then it can greatly influence the evaluation of the whole system. The priority agent induces an action according to the own evaluation. The evaluation of the priority agent is always considered by the other agents when they calculate the Agent Satisfaction.
The outline of the proposed method is as follows.
STEP1: Each agent evaluates its state with regards to all its respective objectives, and this evaluated information is shared among all agents. STEP2: Each agent calculates the System Satisfaction based on the sum of the evaluation done by agents which have an evaluation higher than its own and of the evaluation done by the priority agents. STEP3: The agent selects the action according to the Agent Satisfaction and the System Objective.
The concept and the flow of this method are shown in Fig.1 . 
Formulation
According to the above-mentioned concept, the formulas for the proposed method are defined. These variables are defined as follows:
• System Objective i
Desired state of the Objective (i). Each agent has the s a m e v a l u e .
• Agent Satisfaction i
Satisfaction and evaluation index of the Objective (i) through the position of Agent own . Each agent has a different value.
• Agent k priority Priority agent.
• Evaluate i (Agent j ) Value of Self-evaluation about Objective (i) from Agent j .
•
Value of the evaluation about the Objective (i) from Agent j considered by Agent own
Number of the priority agent
• n Number of the non-priority agent Agents always take into account the evaluation of the priority agent. The evaluation of Objective (i) is the sum of these evaluations. The formulation of the evaluation of Objective (i) is given by the following equation: 
When the vi is negative or equal to 0, the agent recognizes that the Objective (i) has been achieved and inhibits the action for achieving Objective (i). When the vi is positive, the agent recognizes that the Objective (i) has not been achieved and selects some suitable actions for achieving Objective (i). As a result, the agents behave cooperatively.
The above-mentioned method is for a single objective problem. This method can be applied to a multi-objective system by evaluating the multiple objectives of the system. In this paper, the objects have priority depending on the hardware. The objective which has highest priority is checked first. The details of the method applied to the real robots are described below.
Applications to the RoboCup Middle Size League
Overview
The cooperation method described in chapter 2 has been applied to RoboCup Middle Size robots. In 2004, the number of robots was increased and the team was built with robots which have different kinds of hardware as shown in Fig. 2 . In order to take into account the characteristic of the drives, the robots with omnidirectional drives are used as field players and the robots with differential drives are used as a goalkeeper and as a defender.
The flow of the action selection induced by the cooperation method is shown in Fig 3. An "objective selector", an "action selector" and their "action modules" are imple-mented in each robot. The objective selector selects the objective according to the cooperation method which is described in chapter 2. The action selector selects an ac-tion module according to the selected objective and the information on the environ-ment. An action module is designed in the form of an action element for achieving a midterm objective, such as "Go to ball", "Defense" and so on. The agent achieves the midterm objectives by selecting the action modules continuously. The agent recog-nizes the ball and the goals, and calculates its own position and orientation from the information about the landmarks.
The robots communicate each other and share the information on the ball, their position and the evaluation of the objective achievement via the Wireless LAN. The protocol of the communication is UDP. Therefore, the information is not always received. If the evaluation information of other agents is not acquired for a long time because of the troubles on the Wireless LAN, the agents select the objective with the higher priority which is decided according to their characteristic.
The evaluation function of the cooperation method is described below in detail.
Objective and Self-evaluation
Three kinds of the objectives for soccer playing robots are defined; "Offense", "Defense" and "Support". To keep a ball is one of basic actions of the soccer playing robots. However, it is not necessary for all robots to approach a ball. It is required for one member of the team to keep a ball. At the same time, defensive and support actions of the other robots are also important. Therefore, three kinds of objectives are defined in our method. The field player can select all of these objectives. The goalkeeper and the defender can select the "Defense" and "Support". The basic action for each objective is shown in Fig 4. The basic action of the offense is carrying a ball to the goal. In order to achieve this, the robot has a high evaluation value when the robot is near to the ball and robot, ball and goal belong to a same line. The evaluation of support objective is calculated according to the distance between the actual robot position and the position needed to support other robots. The evaluation of defense objective is calculated according to the position of the robot. The goalkeeper and the defender have a high defense evaluation value when the robot is staying between the ball and the goal. The field player has a high defense evaluation value when the robot is near the position to a defensive position.
Fig. 4. The concept figures of the main action for each objective and evaluation value
Calculation of the Agent Satisfaction
The goalkeeper and the defender are defined as priority agents. The calculating method of Agent Satisfaction is described in this session.
The goalkeeper has higher priority than the defender. So, the Agent Satisfaction of the goalkeeper is formulated as follows:
where
According to this formula, the goalkeeper takes into account the evaluation of the defender to determine the objectives if the defender has higher value on the evaluation. The Agent Satisfaction of the defender is formulated as follows: According to this formula, the defender takes into account the evaluation of the other agents according if it is higher than the defender's evaluation. The Agent Satisfaction of the defender is formulated as follows:
The field players are not priority agents, so that the formulas for calculating the Agent Satisfaction are almost same as the basic formula shown in chapter 2. These relation ship is shown in Fig.5 .
The cooperation method among robots with these evaluation functions are examined in chapter 4. 
Experiments
Experimental Situation
The proposed method has been applied to the real robots for RoboCup Middle Size League in RoboCup 2004. In that competition, EIGEN team had 5 robots; 3 field players, 1 defender and 1 goalkeeper. The field players have an omni-directional drive. The defender and the goalkeeper have a differential drive. These robots have an omni-directional camera and encoders as the sensor. They have a Celeron 2 GHz CPU, an image processing board and a kicking device with a solenoid. They have wireless LAN for communicating each other.
The Results of the Game with the Cooperation Method Between the Goalkeeper and the Defender
The scene from the finals in RoboCup 2004 is shown in Fig 6 . In these figures, the FP means the field player, the GK means the goalkeeper and the DF means the defender. The arrows mean the direction toward the robots move. At first, the goalkeeper and the defender saved the goal shown in (a). Next, the defender was moving to go away from the goalkeeper in (b), (c). After that, the defender stayed at the support position as shown in (d). Defender's actions prevented opponents to disturb goalkeeper's protection action. In this case, the goalkeeper estimated that it could protect the goal. So, the defender's evaluation about goalkeeper's defensive capability was high. Therefore, the defender went away from the ball and moved to the support position. According to these results, the effectiveness of the cooperative method applied to the goalkeeper and the defender has been proved. 
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The Result of the Cooperation Among Robots
A scene from the semi-finals is show in Fig.7 . In these figures, the counter attack was shown. First, the goalkeeper and the defender protected the goal and the field player was moving to go away form the ball as shown in (a). In this figure, the field player tried to prevent the other robots from disturbing the protecting action of both goalkeeper and defender. In this case, the goalkeeper and the defender estimated that they can protect the goal, therefore the approaching action of the field player was inhibited. In the next figure (b), the goalkeeper protected the goal. Then, the goalkeeper cleared the ball for the field players as shown in Fig. (c) . At this time, the field player waited at the support position according to the selected objective. After that, the field player kept the ball and kicked it forward as shown in Figs 
Conclusions
In our research, a cooperative control method using the evaluation information on objective achievement was applied to the real robots of RoboCup Middle Size League. According to our approach, a qualitative information is used and the achieving degree of the system objective is calculated from the information communicated from each agent. The effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated in the RoboCup 2004 competition.
